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Abstract. We leverage static verification to reduce monitoring overhead when
runtime verifying a property. We present a sound and efficient analysis to stat-
ically find safe execution paths in the control flow at the intra-procedural level
of programs. Such paths are guaranteed to preserve the monitored property and
thus can be ignored at runtime. Our analysis guides an instrumentation tool to
select program points that should be observed at runtime. The monitor is left to
perform residual runtime verification for parts of the program that the analysis
could not statically prove safe. Our approach does not depend on dataflow analy-
sis, thus separating the task of residual analysis from static analysis; allowing for
seamless integration with many RV frameworks and development pipelines. We
implement our approach within BISM, which is a recent tool for bytecode-level
instrumentation of Java programs. Our experiments on the DaCapo benchmark
show a reduction in instrumentation points by a factor of 2.5 on average (reach-
ing 9), and accordingly, a reduction in the number of runtime events by a factor
of 1.8 on average (reaching 6).

Keywords: Residual Runtime Verification, Instrumentation, Parametric Moni-
toring, Control Flow, Runtime Overhead, Bad prefix.

1 Introduction

Runtime verification (RV) [6,19,27,17,18] is a formal method that allows checking
whether a run of a system respects a specification. The specification usually formal-
izes a correctness property and is written in a suitable formalism based for instance
on temporal logic or finite-state machines. There are still many challenges in runtime
verification, see [28] for a survey. One of the most prominent and fundamental ones,
hindering its wide applicability in application domains, is the runtime overhead intro-
duced when augmenting a system with runtime verification. Overhead is caused by the
instrumentation code inserted in the program to generate traces. In the case of online
monitoring, overhead also comprises the evaluation of traces by the monitors.

RV can complement and has been used in combination with other formal static ver-
ification methods such as model checking [26], deductive verification [12] and static
analysis [15,9,12,4], as well as informal dynamic methods such as testing [13] and de-
bugging [23]. While a complete a priori verification is ideally desirable for verifying
program correctness, proving the correctness of many properties is fundamentally un-
decidable statically. However, static verification often relies on conservative approxima-
tions that produce sound results while sacrificing completeness. Combining static and
runtime verification for a more complete verification scheme seems natural. The combi-
nation is useful in the two complementary directions. For static verification, it improves
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completeness by deferring verification of undecidable fragments for some properties
until runtime. For RV, it reduces the overhead of monitoring by pruning parts of the
program that can be statically analyzed. In this paper, we pursue the second direction.

We follow the terminology of [15] and refer to the introduced technique as residual
runtime verification. Our work is directed to handle properties that can be expressed
by finite-state automata, such as typestate [31] errors, supporting different formalisms
and monitoring approaches that allow specifications with data. In such approaches, a
parametric monitor receives a parametrized trace and spawns multiple monitors for dif-
ferent trace slices corresponding to sets of related objects [20]. We see our contributions
as follows. We present a sound and efficient technique to statically find “safe” execu-
tion paths in the control flow at the intra-procedural level of programs. Such paths are
guaranteed to preserve the monitored property and thus can be ignored at runtime. As
a result, the monitor is left to perform verification for residual parts of the program that
the analysis failed to prove safe statically. Our approach, at its core, does not depend
on data-flow analysis nor on a static construction of the full call graph of the program,
which might be difficult and expensive to produce in practice. Thus, we separate the
problem of static analysis from the residual analysis, allowing for seamless integration
with the RV workflow. Instead, we analyze the control-flow graphs of single methods
and rely on over-approximations of the behavior of the program. We assume that the
variables generating events within one method may-alias and our analysis reasons about
all possible projections of traces. We also handle instructions that may allow references
to escape from methods by including them in the analysis to guarantee soundness. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our analysis when we reduce the number of instrumen-
tation points by a factor of 2.5 on average (reaching 9), and accordingly, the number of
generated events at runtime by a factor of 1.8 on average (reaching 6). Our approach
is fully implemented as an extension of the instrumentation tool BISM [30], and [29]
where we presented the control-flow graph automaton, a model to abstract the program
behavior at the intra-procedural level.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 motivates our approach with
a running example. Section 3 reviews background notions. Section 4 defines the require-
ments for residual analysis. Section 5 describes our instantiation of residual analysis at
the interprocedural level. Section 6 briefly overviews our implementation. Section 7 re-
ports on our experiments. Section 8 reviews the related research focusing on residual
analysis. Section 9 concludes and presents perspectives.

2 Motivating Example and Approach Overview

We first introduce our running example. We are interested in monitoring the SafeItera-
tor property which specifies that "A collection should not be updated when an iterator
associated with it is created and being used". Figure 1, shows a contrived Java method
m along with its control-flow graph (CFG). It retrieves 2 lists (lines 3,4), updates them
(lines 6,10,11), creates iterators (lines 7,15), and calls the “next” method on the iterator
(line 14). We are interested in answering the following questions:

– Q1: Can we fully verify this program statically? If yes, then there is no need to
instrument and runtime monitor it.
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1 void m()
2 {
3 List l1 = ... ;
4 List l2 = ... ;

6 l1.add(..); // event u
7 Iterator it = l1.iterator();// event c

9 if(someflag) {
10 l2.add(..); // event u
11 l2.add(..); // event u
12 }

14 Object o = it.next(); // event n
15 it = l1.iterator(); // event c
16 l2.add(..); // event u
17 }

start

1-9

10-11

14-16

end

Fig. 1: A method using Iterators in Java, and its CFG.

– Q2: If not, can we statically verify some parts of it? If yes, how can we find them
so that we only monitor the residual parts?

By manually inspecting the program and its control-flow graph we see that, at runtime,
it may violate the property if the execution enters the if block, labeled (10-11) in the
graph. More precisely, a violation can occur if both of the following conditions are
met: (1) someflag evaluates to true; and (2) if the variables l1 and l2 alias each
other i.e., they refer to the same object in memory. Let us consider that Condition (1)
is only decidable at runtime. To generally decide Condition (2) statically, we need to
perform pointer analysis on the program that checks all calling contexts m and return
whether l1 and l2 alias. In practice, we may get one of the following results about
our query: the two objects must-alias, may-alias, or must-not-alias. Moreover, pointer
analysis often times out and never returns a result. However, to answer Q1, we need
to get the result that l1 and l2 must-not-alias, i.e., they refer to different objects in
memory. This is a sufficient condition to statically ensure that m will behave correctly
at runtime regardless of the control flow since the update actions on Lines 10-11 are not
on the list iterated by iterator it. To answer Q2, by observing Lines 15-16, we can see
that, regardless of what happens at execution, these two instructions are safe and their
execution does not need to be monitored. Also, in Line 6, the instruction is safe since it
updates the list before the creation of the iterator.

Pointer analysis may not always conclude with a result, especially for Java pro-
grams. In addition to the inability to construct the full static call graph of the program,
Java allows for dynamic class loading and reflection which often cause additional prob-
lems to pointer analysis. Our work relies on the idea that when statically analyzing cases
such as the one of Condition (2), one can safely assume that such two variables may-
alias, even without performing pointer-analysis. Also, we analyze methods separately
and thus need to handle escaping references. Objects in the program that are relevant
to the property may escape from the method to a subroutine or a return statement and
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produce events there. As such, we handle all instructions that may allow references to
escape, such as method calls, with special escape events.

Our over-approximation might miss some positive answers to Q1, therefore miss-
ing some optimization opportunities. However, based on our observation (such as the
experiments in Sec. 7), cases where one needs to perform pointer analysis such as in
Condition (2) are less frequent in many Java programs. As such, our approach mainly
addresses Q2 while it is also capable of answering Q1 but, in certain cases, less effec-
tively.

3 Background

We recall concepts related to monitoring in general and our verification approach in
particular. We assume basic familiarity with automata theory such as the definitions of
a finite-state machine, words, runs, and acceptance, and refer to [22] for more details.

3.1 Monitoring

Let Σ be a set of events, Σ∗ and Σω are the sets of all finite and infinite traces over Σ,
respectively. A finite trace is a sequence of events, a word in Σ, that can be modeled by
a function t : [1, n] → Σ for a trace of length n. We say that an event belongs to the
trace, noted e ∈ t, when e ∈ codom(t). A property ϕ is a language over Σ which is
a subset of Σ∗. Given a trace t in Σ∗, the set of prefixes of t, noted pre(t), is defined
as: pre(t) = {p ∈ Σ∗ | ∃s ∈ Σ∗ : t = ps}. The set of matching prefixes is the set of
prefixes of a trace within a given language L.

Definition 1 (Matching prefixes [10]). Given a language L ⊆ Σ∗ and a trace t ∈ Σ∗,
the matching prefixes of t in L is given by: matchL(t) = pre(t) ∩ L.

Many monitoring techniques and approaches essentially rely on the detection of bad
and good prefixes, which are intuitively the witnessing sequences allowing a monitor to
conclude about monitoring the program based on the trace observed so far.

Definition 2 (Bad/Good prefixes [25]). Given a language L ⊆ Σ∗ of finite traces
over Σ (or of infinite traces, L ⊆ Σω). A finite trace u ∈ Σ∗ is a bad prefix for L, if
∀w ∈ Σ∗ : uw /∈ L (or ∀w ∈ Σω : uw /∈ L, if L is over infinite traces). Moreover, u is
a good prefix for L, if ∀w ∈ Σ∗: uw ∈ L (or ∀w ∈ Σω : uw ∈ L, if L is over infinite
traces).

The languages of bad and good prefixes are extension-closed; since every continu-
ation of a bad or a good prefix for a language, L, by a finite word is also a bad (good)
prefix for L. When monitoring at runtime, we are interested in reporting a violation/sat-
isfaction of a property from a trace as early as possible. Matching a bad (alternatively
good) prefix is sufficient to produce a final verdict since every continuation of the trace
will produce the same result. For instance, the techniques in [7,16] synthesize a monitor
(as a finite-state automaton) that recognizes the good and bad prefixes of the language
denoted by a temporal-logic formula or by an automaton over infinite traces.
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q0 q1 q2 q3
c u

Σ n u Σ

n

Fig. 2: Monitor recognizing the language of bad prefixes for the SafeIterator property.

Example 1 (SafeIterator monitor). Figure 2 shows the monitor that checks for the viola-
tion of the property from Sec. 2. Event c denotes a creation of an iterator associated with
a list by calling list.iterator(), event u denotes an update on a list by calling
list.add(..), and event n denotes calling the next method iterator.next()
on an iterator. The monitor recognizes the bad prefixes in the traces received from a
running program. Note that the monitor reaches the accepting state when seeing the
pattern c.n∗.u+.n, as it suffices to conclude that the whole run violates the property.

Definition 3 (Property satisfaction). We say that a trace t ∈ Σ∗, satisfies a property
ϕ ⊆ Σ∗ denoted by t |= ϕ iff t ∈ ϕ. Alternatively, for a safety property ϕ with its
language of bad-prefixes L, t |= ϕ iff matchL(t) = ∅. And, for a co-safety property ϕ′

with its language of good-prefixes L′, t |= ϕ iff matchL′(t) 6= ∅.

3.2 Parametric Monitoring

Monitoring is in practice performed on parametric monitors that receive events accom-
panied by runtime information about the objects producing them, allowing to monitor
each related set of objects in the program separately. There is a myriad of different ap-
proaches to parametric monitoring that differ in the manner they interpret events with
runtime information and project these to instances of monitors. See [11,5] for example
approaches and [21,18] for overviews. Here, we sketch a simple and general approach
to parametric monitoring that can be adapted to several existing approaches.

We denote the set of variables defined by a parametric monitor by X , and the set of
values that these variables can take by V . These values usually correspond to objects in
the memory of the execution environment of the program. A variable binding θ : X ⇁
V maps monitor parameters to their values and B is the set of all possible bindings in a
program. A parametric event e〈θ〉 is then a pair (e, θ) ∈ Σ × B. We denote the set of
all parametric events as Σ〈X 〉 and a parametric trace as a word in Σ〈X 〉∗.

Example 2 (Parametric traces). One trace that the program from Figure 1 may generate
at runtime is the following: τ = (u, [l 7→ o(l1)]) (c, [l 7→ o(l1), i 7→ o(it)]) (u, [l 7→
o(l2)]) (u, [l 7→ o(l2)]) (n, [l 7→ o(l1), i 7→ o(it)]) (c, [l 7→ o(l1), i 7→ o(it)]) (u, [l 7→
o(l2)]). The event (c, [l 7→ o(l1), i 7→ o(it)]) denotes the creation of an iterator, event
c, where the variable l, representing the associated list, is bound to the runtime object
of l1 denoted by o(l1) and the variable i, representing the created iterator, is bound to
the runtime object of it denoted by o(it).

A parametric property ΛX .ϕ (notation borrowed from [11]) is then defined over
traces of parametric events such thatΛX .ϕ ⊆ Σ〈X 〉∗. To monitor each group of related
objects separately, a parametric monitor slices a parametric trace according to the values
bound to the monitor parameters carried within events. Slicing is achieved by projecting
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a trace τ on all seen bindings using a projection function denoted by τ↓θ. We omit the
formal details here for brevity. The projection results in a set of traces, we refer to as
projected traces, where each trace contains non-parametric events that correspond to
related objects in the program and is sent to a monitor that was spawned specifically for
that slice.

Definition 4 (Projected traces).
Given a parametric trace τ in Σ〈X〉∗, the set of projected traces is denoted by

Proj (τ) ⊆ Σ∗, and is defined as:

Proj (τ) =
⋃
θ ∈ B

τ↓θ

Example 3 (Projected traces). Consider τ from Ex. 2. A parametric monitor will check
at runtime the relation between o(l1) and o(l2)1 then accordingly produce Proj (τ) =
{ucuuncu} if o(l1) = o(l2) or Proj (τ) = {ucnc, uuu} if o(l1) 6= o(l2).

Definition 5 (Parametric property satisfaction). A parametric trace τ ∈ Σ〈X 〉∗ sat-
isfies a parametric property ΛX .ϕ denoted by:

τ |= ΛX .ϕ
def
= ∀t ∈ Proj (τ) : t |= ϕ

3.3 Upward Closure

We recall the notions for subwords and their closures for regular languages. We refer
to [24] for full details and borrow their definitions. For a word x ∈ Σ∗, the length
of x is denoted by |x|, and for 1 ≤ i ≤ |x|, let xi denote the i-th letter of x. We
denote the empty word by ε. A subword is obtained by removing certain letters from
a word at arbitrary positions, and, a superword is obtained by inserting any number
of letters into a word at arbitrary positions. We say that a word x is a subword of
y, denoted by x v y, equivalently y is a superword of x when there are positions
0 < p1 < p2 < . . . pl ≤ |y| such that x[i] = y[pi] for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l = |x|. For
Σ = {a, b, c}, we have ε v ab v acba.

Definition 6 (Upward closure of a language). For a language L ⊆ Σ∗, the upward
closure of L, is denoted by ↑L and defined as {x ∈ Σ∗ | ∃y ∈ L : y v x}.

For any language L ⊆ Σ∗, we have L ⊆ ↑L. Moreover, a language L is upward-
closed if L = ↑L. For a regular language L recognized by a non-deterministic finite-
state automaton (NFA), we can obtain an NFA recognizing ↑L by simply adding tran-
sitions without increasing the number of states. More precisely, given an automaton
A = (Σ,Q, δ,Q0, F ) recognizing L, the NFA A↑ = (Σ,Q, δ′, Q0, F ) recognizing ↑L
is obtained by adding a self loop on every state q ∈ Q and every letter s ∈ Σ such that
δ′ = δ ∪ {〈q, s, q〉 | q ∈ Q, s ∈ Σ}.

1 This can checked with == in Java.
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3.4 Programs, CFG and Instrumentation

Given a program P , let Methods be the set of all its methods, Instructions the set
of all byte-code instructions, and Instructionsm all instructions of a method m. The
CFGm = 〈Bm ,Em〉 of m is a directed graph, where Bm is the set of nodes such
that each instruction is a node, and Em ⊆ Bm × Bm are edges that connect nodes to
their successors. The instruction in a node b is denoted by b.instr, and b.entry (resp.
b.exit) is a Boolean which holds if b is the entry node (resp. is an exit node) for the
method. To monitor a program, we abstract its execution in a trace of events extracted
at runtime. This is achieved by instrumentation, which can be modeled by the function
instrument : Instructions∗ ⇀ Σ〈X〉∗.

4 Residual Analysis of Parametric Properties

We aim to verify a program P against some parametric property ΛX .ϕ. The behavior
of a program is abstracted by the set of parametric event traces that it can produce at
runtime. Let [P ] ⊆ Σ〈X 〉∗ be such set for a program P . The verification problem can
then be stated as checking if all the traces of the program satisfy the property:

P |= ΛX .ϕ
def
= ∀τ ∈ [P ] : τ |= ΛX .ϕ

Any verification technique aiming to verify the program should then be able to
explore all the parametric traces that the program can generate. Moreover, the technique
should also be able to explore for each parametric trace τ the set of projected traces
Proj (τ) (see Sec. 3.2). However, statically, exploring the parametric traces requires full
knowledge of the call graph of the program, whereas exploring projected traces requires
knowledge of the aliasing relations between objects producing them. We know that
obtaining such information is generally undecidable statically. Meanwhile, at runtime,
this information is completely available. Yet, runtime verification incurs overhead on
the execution of the program where this overhead is typically positively correlated with
the size of traces. Our interest is then to statically verify parts of the program and leave
a residual part for runtime verification.

Our proposed residual analysis statically identifies a set of instructions in the pro-
gram, SP , that can be safely silenced/ignored at runtime from the monitor side without
affecting verification. Ignoring an instruction means that there is no need to produce an
event when it executes. As such, we aim to construct the residual instrumentation func-
tion residual : Instructions∗ → (SP → Σ〈X〉∗). Let us note Runs ⊆ Instructions∗

the set of all the possible runs of a program P . Instrumenting the program with residual
should ideally produce shorter traces than instrument, however, for both, we should
get the same monitoring verdict. We can state the condition that should be met by the
residual analysis as follows:

∀r ∈ Runs : |residual(r)| ≤ |instrument(r)|
∧ residual(r) |= ΛX .ϕ ⇐⇒ instrument(r) |= ΛX .ϕ

To perform the residual analysis statically and produce the set SP , we can over-
approximate the program behavior by constructing a set [P̂ ] ⊇ [P ]. This allows us to
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explore all the parametric traces that the program can produce but also traces that the
program might never produce. A residual analysis should then check whether silenc-
ing some instructions does not affect the verification verdict of any trace in [P̂ ], and
safely assumes the same effect in [P ]. Yet, given that [P̂ ] is an over-approximation, the
analysis may suffer from false positives, which are instructions that can indeed be si-
lenced however the analysis found the opposite. In what follows, we consider a subset
[P̂m] ⊆ [P̂ ] for our residual analysis, these are traces that are fully produced in single
methods.

5 Residual Analysis via Intraprocedural Reachability Analysis

We demonstrate our instantiation of the residual analysis at the intraprocedural level
using reachability analysis. Recall that we avoid dataflow and pointer analysis, as such,
we do not have a static call graph for the program nor the variable aliasing relation.
In Sec. 5.1, we capture the behavior of a method by using its control-flow graph to
construct a representative model that allows us to explore the parametric traces a method
can generate. In Sec. 5.2, we deal with the over-approximations by extending the bad-
prefix automaton to handle different projections that might be produced by a parametric
trace. In Sec. 5.3, we then present the reachability analysis algorithm that finds safe and
violating paths in the control-flow graph; by cutting the behavior in a model-based
checking approach. Finally, in Sec. 5.4, we discuss the soundness of our analysis.

5.1 Capturing the Behavior
Our analysis treats methods separately, however, we need to be careful. If a method
receives as an argument an object which is a type that is capable of producing events in
the alphabet of the property, then we cannot assume any previous behavior. As such, we
exclude such methods from the analysis. For the same reason, we exclude all methods
that operate on static instances of the types involved.

For each methodm, we map two types of instructions to events and discard all other
instructions as they are irrelevant to our analysis. We keep instructions that produce
events in Σ, given by the property specification. We also keep instructions that may
allow any object reference to escape from the context of method m; we introduce the
new escape event (#) for such instructions. Escape events are assignments to class
fields, method calls that pass objects by references, in addition, to return statements
that return objects [14]. However, our analysis allows the user to specify a safe list of
instructions, denoted by the set SafeList , defined over the compile type information
such as method names, package and type names, and opcodes. For instance, calling
System.out.print(l1.toString()) is a safe instruction. All instructions that
are escape events and are not in SafeList are added to the set Escm .

Given the alphabet of a property Σ and the control-flow graph of a method m,
CFGm = 〈Bm ,Em〉, we replace each block b in Bm with b′ and map its instruction to
an event, and construct the CFG Automaton as follows.

b′.instr = b.instr.map

i 7→
 i if i ∈ Σ,

# else if i ∈ Escm
ε otherwise
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Definition 7 (CFG Automaton). Given the mapped CFGm , the CFG Automaton is
the non-deterministic finite-state automaton Acm = (Σ ∪ {#}, Q, δ, q0, F ) constructed
as follows:

Q = {qb | b ∈ Bm} q0 = {qb | b ∈ Bm ∧ b.entry = true }
F = Q δ = {〈qb, s, qb′〉 | 〈b, b′〉 ∈ Em ∧ b.instr = s}

Each node in the control-flow graph is now represented as a state in the CFG Au-
tomaton. We make all states accepting states and merge states connected with ε transi-
tions. Now, by traversing the CFG Automaton, we can explore the paths that method m
can take at runtime and thus the parametric traces it can produce.

q0 q1

q2 q3

q4 q5 q6 q7
u

c
u

c

u

n c u

Fig. 3: The constructed CFG Automaton Acm
Example 4 (CFG Automaton). Figure 3, shows the CFG Automaton constructed from
the method in Sec. 2. Each state corresponds to an instruction that we are interested in
the program. Two traces can be explored from the automaton in Figure 3, t1 = ucuuncu,
which corresponds to the parametric trace τ from Ex. 2, and t2 = ucncu.

5.2 Extending the Automaton of Bad Prefixes

We now describe how our analysis handles the over-approximations and extends the
bad prefix automaton.

Handling Variables May-alias Recall from Sec. 3.2, that a parametric trace τ in
Σ〈X〉∗ at runtime is projected into Proj (τ) to possibly multiple traces in Σ∗, depend-
ing on the aliasing relationship between the objects carried in the events. At runtime,
this aliasing relationship is available for the parametric monitor to do the projection.
However, statically for our residual analysis this information is not available. Our cen-
tral idea in this paper is to avoid performing data-flow analysis and assume that the
objects producing events in a method may-alias. For two events, our analysis should
then consider the case when the objects bound to them must-alias and the case when
they must-not-alias. In the former case, both events will be projected into the same
trace, and in the latter, they will be projected into different traces.

Example 5 (Projected traces approximation with may-alias). Consider the trace t1 which
can be explored with the CFG Automaton from Ex. 4. At runtime, if the program takes
such a control flow path, it emits a parametric trace that produces either of the pro-
jected traces from Ex. 3 depending on whether l1 and l2 alias. Since we avoid pro-
ducing the aliasing relation statically and assume that l1 and l2 may alias, we should
then consider in our residual analysis the disjunction of both cases. Thus the traces
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pt1 = {ucuuncu, ucnc, uuu} should be checked by our residual analysis. As for t2
from Ex. 4, by the same reasoning, the traces to be checked are pt2 = {ucncu, ucnc, u}.
Hence for method m, the set of traces that should be checked is pt1 ∪ pt2.

The CFG Automaton allows us to explore the different paths that the program can
take at runtime, however, its traces are too coarse. They may be polluted with events
that do not correspond to the same trace at runtime. We notice from above that this
is equivalent to generating and considering all the subwords of a trace, where the real
trace can be any subword of a trace that can be explored with the automaton. Thus, to
safely handle the different projections, we use the upward closure, from Sec. 3.3, of
the language of bad prefixes L. By using the upward closure ↑L, we can recognize a
bad prefix in a full trace or any subword of it since L ⊆ ↑L, allowing us to find bad
prefixes in all possible projected traces. However, we restrict the closure by removing
the Σ self-loops from the initial and final states as we want to find the shortest paths
that match a bad prefix.

Handling Escape Events In Sec. 5.1, when constructing the CFG automaton, we in-
troduced the escape # events. Since our analysis analyzes each method separately, we
are oblivious to what might be happening in #-transitions. We have to assume that they
might produce events untracked by the method under analysis. To handle them safely,
we add a #-transition in the bad prefixes automaton from each state to all of its reach-
able states. Intuitively, this means when # event is encountered in a path, we assume
that the path is not safe anymore and that it might match a bad prefix.

Extending the Bad Prefixes Automaton We proceed to show how we extend the
automaton of bad prefixes to handle the multiple projected traces and the escape events.

Definition 8 (Extended automaton of bad prefixes). Given the language of bad pre-
fixes L(badϕ) recognized by automaton Abadϕ = (Σ,Q, δ,Q0, F ) with its extended
transition function δ̂. The extended automaton of bad prefixes is defined as A↑badϕ =
(Σ ∪ {#}, Q, δ′, Q0, F ) where:

δ′ = δ \ { 〈q, s, q〉 | s ∈ Σ ∧ (q ∈ F ∨ q ∈ Q0) } (1)
∪ { 〈q, s, q〉 | s ∈ Σ ∪ {#} ∧ q ∈ Q ∧ q /∈ Q0 ∧ q /∈ F} (2)

∪ { 〈q,#, q′〉 | q, q′ ∈ Q ∧ ∃w ∈ Σ∗ : δ̂(q, w) = q′ ∧ q′ /∈ F} (3)

The extended automaton has the same states. We remove the self-loops from initial
and final states, as we want to find the shortest paths that match a bad prefix (1). We
add the upward closure by adding Σ and # self-loops on all other states (2). We add
#-transitions from each state to the reachable states from it (3).

Example 6 (A↑badϕ for the SafeIterator property). Figure 4, shows a construction of
automaton A↑badϕ . Recall the pattern c.n∗.u+.n from Ex. 1, the new automaton will
now recognize such a pattern while also handling the two over-approximations above.
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q0 q1 q2 q3
c,#

###

u,#

Σ,# Σ,#

n,#

Fig. 4: The constructed automaton A↑badϕ .

5.3 Cutting the Behavior

We now proceed to describe how we find violating paths in the method. The idea is to
traverse the constructed CFG automaton Acm state by state and check whether there is
a path, starting from the visited state, that makes the extended bad prefixes automaton
reach a final state. We limit the discussion here to matching bad prefixes, nevertheless,
the same analysis works for matching good prefixes. However, when finding paths that
match good prefixes, these will be the safe paths.

Given an automaton,A,A(q) denotesA where q is set to be the initial state. Recall
that, given a finite state machine A(q) with its extended transition function δ̂ [22], a
state q is coreachable if there exists a word s ∈ Σ∗ such that δ̂(q, s) ∈ F . State q is
reachable if there exists a word s ∈ Σ∗ such that δ̂(q0, s) = q and q0 is an initial state.

Algorithm 1: Marking violating and safe paths
1 Given Ac

m = (Σ ∪ {#}, Q, δ, q0, F ), A↑badϕ

2 Vm = ∅ // represents all states in a violating path
3 Sm = Q // represents all states in a safe path

4 work := q0 // represents a worklist stack
5 visited = ∅
6 while work not empty do
7 q = work .pop()
8 if q /∈ visited then
9 visited = visited ∪ q

10 if q /∈ Vm then
11 Â = Ac

m(q)×A↑badϕ

12 if L(Â) 6= ∅ then
13 Vm = Vm ∪{{q′ | (q′,−) ∈ coreachable(Â)}∩ reachable(Ac

m(q))}

14 foreach q
′′

in {q
′′
| 〈q, s, q

′′
〉 ∈ δ} do

15 work .push(q
′′

)
16 end
17 end
18 Sm = Sm \ Vm

Algorithm 1, shows how to mark all states inAcm as either safe (in Sm) or violating
(in Vm). The algorithm implements a depth-first search starting from the initial node of
Acm. We maintain a work stack and visited set, in lines (4,5,7,9,15), to hold automaton
states to be visited and states that were already visited, respectively. For each state q we
visit, we set q as the initial node and find the intersection with the A↑badϕ , line (11).
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If the intersection is not empty (line 12), we find the set of all co-reachable states in
the intersection automaton. Each state in the intersection automaton Â corresponds to a
state inAcm andA↑badϕ . For each coreachable state in Â, we add its corresponding state
in Acm to the set Vm, (line 13). We do not revisit states that are already in Vm (line 10)
since paths leading to a final state in A↑badϕ are already explored by the intersection.

q0 q1

q2 q3

q4 q5 q6 q7
u

c
u

c

u

n c u

Fig. 5: Marking property violating paths in red, and safe in green.

Example 7 (Property violating states). Figure 5, shows the CFG Automaton constructed
from the program from Figure 1, where states marked in red exist in a property-violating
path. The red states in the automaton are the states that we need to instrument, and the
green states are hidden from instrumentation. We can see that instead of instrumenting
at 8 different locations, we only have to instrument at 4 locations.

For our residual analysis, for each method m we analyze, we add the instructions
corresponding to the states in Sm to the set SP . As for the other states in Vm, their
corresponding instructions will be instrumented for runtime monitoring.

5.4 Scope and Soundness of the Analysis

We first argue that our analysis only affects the traces that are fully produced in one
method. Recall from Sec. 5.1, that the nodes of CFG automaton Acm correspond to
instructions in method m that produce events. We use the notation ev(q) to denote the
corresponding event from an automaton state, and events(t) to denote all events from a
trace t. If some trace t contains events produced by instructions outside of m, then no
instruction in m that produced events in t was marked safe.

Proposition 1 (Scope of the analysis). Given a parametric trace τ in [P ]:

∀t ∈ Proj (τ),∀m ∈ Methods :

( ∃i ∈ Instructions\Instructionsm : instrument(i) ∈ t )
=⇒ { ev(q) | q ∈ Sm} ∩ events(t) = ∅

Proof. Assume that there exists some trace t that has events produced outside of m
i.e. ∃i ∈ Instructions\Instructionsm : instrument(i) ∈ t is true. Such traces can be
split into two types. Traces that contained events before the execution of m at runtime
(1), and traces that start from m but have some events that are produced outside of m
at runtime (2). We will show that for both types of traces, the analysis would result
in Sm = ∅. Since we exclude from the analysis any method that receives a parameter
of a type that generates events. Traces from (1), will not be affected by analysis. For
that to happen, method m should receive the objects generating the events. Therefore,
m will be excluded from the analysis resulting in Sm = ∅. As for (2), any escape
of an object, which might produce events outside m, is captured by the # transitions.
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From the construction of the bad-prefixes automaton and Algorithm 1, such transitions
will result in reaching a final state from any state in the CFG automaton, resulting in
Sm = ∅. Hence for both types of traces we have Sm = ∅, therefore {ev(q) | q ∈
Sm} ∩ events(t) = ∅ holds, and the proposition holds. �

Proposition 1 in fact depends on the specification of the SafeList from Sec. 5.1. If
some method was added by the user that is not safe, i.e. allows references to escape,
then the proposition will not hold. From the above, we also see that our analysis only
affects instructions that produce events only in traces that are collected fully in the
method itself since otherwise Sm = ∅. For soundness, we need to guarantee that at
any run of the program, an event that we marked safe in our residual analysis does not
have any effect on deciding the violation/satisfaction of the property for any projected
trace at runtime. As we showed that the analysis only affects projected traces that are
fully produced in one method, we only reason about single methods when discussing
soundness.

Theorem 1 (Soundness of the analysis). Given a language L ⊆ Σ∗ and Sm resulting
from the analysis on method m, the analysis is sound iff

∀a1· · · ai· · · an ∈ Σ+,∀i ∈ N :

matchL(a1· · · ai· · · an) 6= matchL(a1· · · ai−1ai+1· · · an)
=⇒ ai /∈ { ev(q) | q ∈ Sm}

The condition states that given a projected trace at runtime, if we remove an event
ai from it and get a different match from the new trace i.e. matchL(a1· · · ai· · · an) 6=
matchL(a1· · · ai−1ai+1· · · an), then our analysis must have not statically marked ai as
safe (ai /∈ { ev(q) | q ∈ Sm).

Proof. The proof follows from the definition of Algorithm 1. Assume that when our
analysis removes ai, then matchL(a1· · · ai· · · an) 6= matchL(a1· · · ai−1ai+1· · · an).
This means that ai is in an extension of a1· · · ai−1 that leads to a final state
in the monitor of the bad-prefixes of L, or else matchL(a1· · · ai· · · an) =
matchL(a1· · · ai−1ai+1· · · an). However, if ai is in such a path, then it will be added
to Vm as per Line 7 of Algorithm 1 since the algorithm finds any path from a state in
the CFG that reaches the final state of the automaton of bad-prefixes. Then ai is not in
Sm and ai /∈ { ev(q) | q ∈ Sm} holds. �

6 Implementation

We implement our work as a plugin to the BISM [30] Java byte-code instrumentation
tool. Instrumentation directives in BISM are given with transformers, which resem-
ble aspects of aspect-oriented programming. BISM provides a mechanism to compose
multiple transformers. Transformers, in composition, are capable of controlling the visi-
bility of instructions. For each property, we then apply two transformers to the program:
the static analyzer, which performs the residual analysis with a single pass over the code
of methods and hides safe instructions, and the second one to instrument the residual
part for runtime monitoring. We extend BISM with a module that enables performing
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the residual analysis and provides automata operations. The module is used to generate
the CFG automata of methods, extend the automaton for bad prefixes, and detect the
property-violating execution paths.

7 Evaluation

We report on our evaluation of the effectiveness of our approach2.

Experimental setup. We compare the instrumentation overhead with our residual anal-
ysis, denoted by RRV, and without the analysis, denoted by RV. We instrument with
BISM the programs, in the DaCapo suite [8], for the monitoring of the classical
SafeListIterator (P1), SafeMapIterator (P2), and SafeHasNext (P3)
properties. (P2) is similar to (P1) from Sec. 2 but is concerned with Java maps. (P3)
specifies that a program does not call the next method before calling the hasNext
method of an iterator. We include as escape events (#) all assignments to class fields, all
method calls that pass objects by references, and in addition, return statements that re-
turn objects [14]. We include in the SafeList all calls to methods of Java classes. Other
than the method calls relevant to the property and captured by instrumentation, these
calls do not produce events. We note that fop is the only single-threaded benchmark,
however, we can use the multi-threaded benchmarks as we checked that for the proper-
ties all the events in the projected traces are being produced within the same thread. We
consider 100 runs and then calculate the mean and the standard deviation3.

Evaluation metrics. We consider the number of affected instructions, methods, and
classes by our residual analysis (RRV) and without it (RV). We also consider the im-
provement factor. We are also interested in evaluating the runtime overhead, that is, the
performance degradation caused by instrumentation for monitoring. For runtime, we
measure the execution time of the instrumented program. For used memory, we mea-
sure the used heap and non-heap memory after a forced garbage collection.

Results. In Table 1, we report the results. The table demonstrates the effectiveness of
the residual analysis as it reduces the number of instrumentation points by a factor of
2.5 on average (reaching 9.19), and accordingly, a reduction in the number of generated
events at runtime by a factor of 1.8 on average (reaching 6.13). We notice that the reduc-
tion of instrumentation points does not always result in a reduction of runtime events
for instance with avrora with (P1), where we find methods that produce most of the
events that we could not prove safe statically. We also notice that most of our missed
optimizations are due to escape # events (see Sec. 5.1). The more diverse operations
between events, the more missed optimization. However, the SafeList can be improved
with the help of escape analysis to include more instructions that we can guarantee are
safe for our analysis and accordingly reduce the number of escape events. We leave that

2 Implementation details and experiments can be found at https://gitlab.inria.fr/monitoring/
residual-runtime-verification-with-bism.

3 We use Java JDK 8u251 with 16 GB maximum heap size on an Intel Core i9-9980HK (2.4
GHz. 16 GB RAM). We use the DaCapo version 9.12-bach.

https://gitlab.inria.fr/monitoring/residual-runtime-verification-with-bism
https://gitlab.inria.fr/monitoring/residual-runtime-verification-with-bism
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Table 1: For each program (Bench), and property (P1), (P2), and (P3), we report #
of relevant classes, methods, and instructions (Rel) producing events, number proved
safe statically by our technique (Nop), # of events produced at runtime (RV) and after
our analysis (RRV), improvement factor for # of instructions instrumented and events
produced (Imp). K = 103, M = 106.

Bench Property # Classes # Methods # Instructions # Events

Rel Nop Rel Nop Rel Nop Imp RV RRV Imp

avrora P1 41 14 99 56 165 86 2.09 1.36M 1.36M 1.00
fop P1 123 33 275 103 700 210 1.43 729K 490K 1.49

sunflow P1 11 2 35 15 50 15 1.43 2.55M 1.27M 2.00
pmd P1 86 27 200 95 420 146 1.53 4.77M 778K 6.13

avrora P2 41 19 111 78 160 117 3.72 353K 246K 1.43
fop P2 100 28 206 85 2.9K 2.6K 9.19 545K 351K 1.55

sunflow P2 11 6 32 24 40 26 2.86 2.55M 1.27M 2.00
pmd P2 81 27 168 70 392 211 2.17 3.01M 2.6M 1.16

avrora P3 32 11 76 33 160 79 1.98 1.5M 1.29M 1.16
fop P3 70 7 145 31 376 67 1.22 1.07M 882K 1.21

sunflow P3 8 2 12 3 29 3 1.12 3.93M 2.65M 1.48
pmd P3 65 21 126 48 343 115 1.50 5.64M 5.23M 1.08

for future work as we envision adding plugins to incorporate static analysis. We also
note that many of the events generated under classical instrumentation (RV) are irrele-
vant; they occur in methods that do not produce enough events to reach a final state in
the monitor. As such, our analysis is effective in removing those from instrumentation.
Figures 6 report the execution time and the memory usage for the benchmarks with all
three properties combined. The figures show that RRV results in better performance in
all benchmarks than classical instrumentation RV.

8 Related Work

Many research approaches combine static and runtime verification. We focus here on
some influential and most recent tools devised for verifying general behavioral para-
metric properties in sequential programs via residual analysis.

CLARA [10,9] handles properties that can be expressed by finite-state automata
by partially evaluating the runtime monitors at compile time and reducing the instru-
mentation points. It performs three-staged phases of analysis with increasing preci-
sion. The more precise phase uses a demand-driven pointer analysis and handles intra-
procedural analysis. The first two phases of its analysis can be easily applied within
our framework. However, unfortunately, CLARA is no longer maintained and so is
its underlying instrumentation tool the abc compiler [3]. In [33], the authors present
two optimizations for [10]. One optimization identifies changeless configurations dur-
ing the backward analysis; the other one uses local object information to refine the
forward analysis and backward analysis of the nop-shadow analysis. CLARVA [4] ex-
tends CLARA [10] to handle properties expressed by DATEs (Dynamic Automata with
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Fig. 6: Evaluation for the three properties.

Events and Timers [2]) where events are guarded by runtime conditions and timers.
Similar to our approach, it transforms Java code into an automaton-based model and
allows for the incorporation of control-flow analyses. CLARVA is capable of reducing
the instrumentation points as well as reasoning about and pruning the property itself.
However, the analysis relies on constructing the callgraph of the full program and on
pointer analysis using Soot [32]. Our approach is still capable of producing optimiza-
tions with a single pass on the program and without any dependence on static analysis,
separating the limitations of static analysis from the residual analysis.

STARVOORS [12] combines deductive theorem proving with control-flow reach-
ability analysis allowing to target control and data-oriented properties. The formalism
used for property specification is ppDATE (an extension of DATE) where the automaton
states are extended with pre/post-conditions (Hoare triples). The property is reduced by
pruning the transitions based on solving the triples with Java theorem prover KEY [1].
STARVOORS is capable of handling control and data-oriented properties, however, it
focuses on pruning the property and does not reduce the instrumentation points.

In [26,34], the authors present Predictive Semantics for runtime monitoring at the
intra-procedural level. In this setup, the program is analyzed, using the control flow
graph (CFG) and program dependence graph (PDG), to find predictive words. Predic-
tive words are events that will occur in sequence in a control-flow path. Then, the mon-
itor at runtime will either receive a single event or a predictive word. This approach
does not reduce the instrumentation points, hence does not reduce the overhead of in-
strumentation, however, it emits predictive words which may produce faster verdicts.

9 Conclusion and Perspectives

We introduce an analysis supporting residual runtime verification for parametric prop-
erties that can be expressed by finite-state automata. Our approach over-approximates
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the behavior of the program and analyzes its methods separately relying only on their
control-flow graphs to statically identify safe regions. We have demonstrated the ef-
fectiveness of our approach in monitoring the bad prefixes of a property, however, our
approach can also be used with good prefixes (when monitoring co-safety properties for
instance). Our approach is capable of producing overhead optimizations without any de-
pendence on a specific type of static analysis, separating the task of static analysis from
the residual analysis and allowing for seamless integration with many RV frameworks.
It is fully implemented and integrated within the BISM instrumentation tool, which is
the state-of-the-art instrumentation tool for Java programs. We also demonstrated the
significant performance benefits at runtime.

Our work lays the foundation for a residual analysis framework that, at its core, does
not depend on any specific static analysis technique. Nevertheless, we plan to extend
it with plugins that allow the user to easily incorporate static analysis results aiming
to reduce over-approximations and increase precision. The user might opt to include
static call graph construction and escape analysis for a more precise approximation of
parametric traces, also data-flow pointer analysis for better approximations of projected
traces. We plan to provide a language that easily integrates the results of such analysis
into our residual analysis mainly via refining the safe list of instructions. We also plan
to extend our approach to analyze concurrent programs and handle thread-escaping
references.
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